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In Elias Avramidis and Brahm Norwich online Journal of Special Needs Education, “Teachers 

attitudes towards Integration”(2010),  Brahm Norwich claims that while inclusive education 

classes are pushed in most places and teachers support that movement, they are not keen on the 

SEN, special educational needs, movement into their classes. Their claim is supported by 

statistics taken down by many Head teachers, Pre-school administrators, psychologists, and 

teachers. Extensive research was also done, which showed that integration into general education 

classes was largely successful, depending on the disability the student had.  The perception on 

how the integration was going also depended on who was more involved versus more distant. 

The authors goal was to show that the opinions on the integration was all over the place. The 

author hopes anyone will read it in order to become informed about teacher perspectives on the 

integration of SEN students. This research will provide me statistics and research in order to see 

people's opinions in order to see where a variety of other teachers and learners stand on this 

issue. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/08856250210129056
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http://gsueds2007.pbworks.com/f/collaboration.pdf 

 

In a Journal Toward Inclusion of Special Education Students in General Education, “An 

Evaluation of Eight Schools”(2006), Lori Idol suggests that integration has been widely accepted 

in at least the 8 elementary, middle, and high schools she’s interviewed. Her suggestion is 

supported by statistics from the schools that's she’s focused on, and interviews from actual staff 

that have been working to integrate the students into mainstream classes. She acknowledges that 

the administration and principle were all to happy to find time for their personal interviews. She 

received many points of view from a variety of staff at each school. She then goes into detail 

about the plans that were used at each school, and how they were carried out. She uses tables and 

charts to show different disabilities at the different schools she is focusing on. The authors 

purpose is to examine and describe how special education services were provided in four 

elementary schools, two middle schools, and two high schools, in order to get people to be pro 

integration for these students. The audience is professional because she is very formal the entire 

time and speaks to an older audience. This research will provide me many 101 interviews and 

opinions from a variety of sources, and many statistics about what disabilities were most 

successful and what wasn’t in order to show that the integration could only work with specific 

disabilities. 

 

http://gsueds2007.pbworks.com/f/collaboration.pdf
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file:///home/chronos/u-9f67f96ca6d6be2b416123d07fdecb112f755cec/Downloads/special%2

0education%20UK%20(1).pdf 

 

In a published research journal teaching and teacher education, “Student Teachers’ Attitude 

Towards the Inclusion of Children with Special Educational Needs in the Ordinary 

School”(1999), Elias Avramidis, Phil Bayliss, and Robert Burden insist that students that are 

integrated into general education classes are more likely to be successful. Their claims are 

supported through extensive research, step by step procedures on what they did, and detailed 

charts on the results. In a few paragraphs, they talked about the methods of integration that they 

tried with, and different tools that teachers had tried to make this experiment successful. The 

authors’ purpose was to inform the readers on the success of the trial, and on the attitudes of all 

those involved. The authors audience is more formal than anything else, she is addressing people 

that know more about the topic. This research will provide me more charts on the gender and age 

of the participate, and the frequency in order to prove that integration would be overall 

successful. 

 

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4xn3c91s#page-1 

 

In an academic journal Remedial and Special Education, “Academic and Social Attainments of 

Children with Mental Retardation in General Education and Special Education Settings”(2000), 

Stephanny Freeman and Marvin Alkin claim that inclusion classes are best for children with such 

disabilities because of small classes sizes, specially trained teachers, auxiliary services and 

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4xn3c91s#page-1
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functional skills curriculum. They also argue that integration could have social advantages and 

positive peer modeling and greater achievement through exposure to peers. They support their 

claims with extensive research and many charts that are very detailed. They also talk about the 

social outcomes from this integration and what they found to happen with  a variety of students. 

The authors audience is one of a professional category. This research will help me determine 

whether or not the integration process was successful, in order to decide where to stand on the 

argument.  

 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Richard_Simpson8/publication/232218452_Inclusion_

of_Learners_with_Autism_Spectrum_Disorders_in_General_Education_Settings/links/53f

62b410cf22be01c40c9cd.pdf 

 

In the research journal Language Disorders, “Inclusion of Learners with Autism Spectrum 

Disorders in General Education Settings”(2003), Richard Simpson, Sonja R, and Brenda Smith 

claim that integrating special education into general education could be successful depending on 

the type of Autism that a students might have. They support their claim by using Autism 

Collaboration models and table checklists. In the journal, they talk a lot about attempts at 

integrating Autismal students into General classrooms, and how it failed. They talk about things 

that must be done in order to fully integrate these students into a general education classroom. 

The author seems to be addressing a formal audience, like they are reporting back to someone in 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Richard_Simpson8/publication/232218452_Inclusion_of_Learners_with_Autism_Spectrum_Disorders_in_General_Education_Settings/links/53f62b410cf22be01c40c9cd.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Richard_Simpson8/publication/232218452_Inclusion_of_Learners_with_Autism_Spectrum_Disorders_in_General_Education_Settings/links/53f62b410cf22be01c40c9cd.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Richard_Simpson8/publication/232218452_Inclusion_of_Learners_with_Autism_Spectrum_Disorders_in_General_Education_Settings/links/53f62b410cf22be01c40c9cd.pdf
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charge. This research will help me to determine whether or not integration is successful 

depending on the type of autism that a students has in order to prove that no matter what the 

disability, integration should be possible.  

 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/43427519/A_Survey_into_Mainstream_

Teachers_Attit20160306-9610-ubgamb.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTN

PEA&Expires=1472827168&Signature=NaDjVMYVfD7A3II9%2BAgLjRqM4yA%3D&re

sponse-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DA_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teac

hers_Attitu.pdf 

In a research journal Educational Psychology, “A Survey Into Mainstream Teachers’ Attitudes 

Towards the Inclusion of Children with Special Educational Needs in the Ordinary School in 

One Local Education Authority”(2000), Elias Avramidis, Phil Bayliss, and Robert Burden 

explain that the integration of inclusion students would overall be beneficial to their learning. 

They support their claims with interviews and extensive research on the topic. In this article, they 

also talk about the effect that the other students had on the inclusion students. The authors 

audience is formal professional, as if they’re presenting something to a group of business people. 

This research will help me better understand how integrating the students into general education 

classes could be beneficial to them in order to prove that integrating these students is for the 

better.  

 

http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1185&context=edpsychpapers 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/43427519/A_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attit20160306-9610-ubgamb.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTNPEA&Expires=1472827168&Signature=NaDjVMYVfD7A3II9%2BAgLjRqM4yA%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DA_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attitu.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/43427519/A_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attit20160306-9610-ubgamb.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTNPEA&Expires=1472827168&Signature=NaDjVMYVfD7A3II9%2BAgLjRqM4yA%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DA_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attitu.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/43427519/A_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attit20160306-9610-ubgamb.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTNPEA&Expires=1472827168&Signature=NaDjVMYVfD7A3II9%2BAgLjRqM4yA%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DA_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attitu.pdf
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1185&context=edpsychpapers
http://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/43427519/A_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attit20160306-9610-ubgamb.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTNPEA&Expires=1472827168&Signature=NaDjVMYVfD7A3II9%2BAgLjRqM4yA%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DA_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attitu.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/43427519/A_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attit20160306-9610-ubgamb.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTNPEA&Expires=1472827168&Signature=NaDjVMYVfD7A3II9%2BAgLjRqM4yA%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DA_Survey_into_Mainstream_Teachers_Attitu.pdf
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In this research journal, Educational Psychology papers and publications, “Future Directions in 

Education and Inclusion of Students with Disabilities: A Delphi Investigation”(1995), JoAnne 

Putman, Amy N. Spiegel, Robert H. Bruininks, insists that the integration of special education 

students could further their education by being in these classes. They back up up their statement 

by using charts and extensive research on this topic. They also talk about more techniques on 

how on how to integrate the children into these classrooms. The authors are speaking to a 

professional or an adult. This research will work to prove my point by showing that integrating 

students into general education classes would overall be better in order to provide better 

understanding. 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jayne_Pivik/publication/236620808_Barriers_and_facilitat

ors_to_inclusive_education_as_reported_by_students_with_physical_disabilities_and_their_pare

nts/links/02e7e518691f8be2ae000000.pdf 

In the research journal, exceptional children, “Barriers and Facilitators to Inclusive 

Education”(2002), Jayne Pivik,  Joan Mccomas, Marc Laflamme, claim that children in america 

and canada have more civil/ living rights than inclusion kids anywhere else. They support their 

claim by using factual evidence an extensive research. They also talk about how children 

everywhere else don’t even have inclusion classes where they’re from. The author seems to be 

speaking to a more educated group of people, like professionals or adults. This research journal 

will help me to argue both sides of the argument, in order to show that the united stated is 

already more advanced when it comes to special education. 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jayne_Pivik/publication/236620808_Barriers_and_facilitators_to_inclusive_education_as_reported_by_students_with_physical_disabilities_and_their_parents/links/02e7e518691f8be2ae000000.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jayne_Pivik/publication/236620808_Barriers_and_facilitators_to_inclusive_education_as_reported_by_students_with_physical_disabilities_and_their_parents/links/02e7e518691f8be2ae000000.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jayne_Pivik/publication/236620808_Barriers_and_facilitators_to_inclusive_education_as_reported_by_students_with_physical_disabilities_and_their_parents/links/02e7e518691f8be2ae000000.pdf
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http://140.130.211.182/eweb/module/download/update/office22/file2348_5.pdf 

In the research journal Educational Research, “Inclusion: identifying potential stressors for 

regular class teachers”(2001), Chris Forlin acknowledges  that having inclusion students in 

general education classes, taught by people who were not trained to handle students that need 

extra help. They prove this through interviews with teachers that have tried this integration 

process. They also talk about how it could potentially be distracting to other students. The author 

is speaking to a formal audience. This Journal will help me to prove my point by showing that 

students should probably not be in general education classes in order to maintain the well being 

of other students and teachers. 

http://140.130.211.182/eweb/module/download/update/office22/file2348_5.pdf

